
IN-LINE DOCUMENT PRINTER

APEX 
SORTER
PHandling a wide variety
of mail types is a
challenge for most sorting
equipment, and faced
almost daily by direct mail
service providers. 
 
The Apex allows you to
easily sort heavyweight,
slick/glossy, and other  
 difficult to process letter
and flats. With operating
speeds up to 72,000
pieces per hour,  you can
process more  types of
mail fast.

Automate the reprint process
directly within the inserter work cell
to complete jobs faster, reduce idle
time, and meet client SLA’s. 

Efficient Flexible
Consolidate the print and
inserting into a single high-
integrity “no-touch” operation,
reducing labor and risk of errors.

Easily integrate with any BlueCrest
cut-sheet input inserter.
Alternatively, simply bypass the
unit or roll it in or out as required.

Smart



INSERTER PLATFORMS
BlueCrest Epic, Evolution, Mailstream Evolution (MSE),  Mailstream Productivity Series (MPS),
Flowmaster RS, and DI 4080/6080 with Mid-Tier or HPI Sheet Feeder input.  Requires  BlueCrest
Direct Connect inserter control. 

DIMENSIONS Adds approximately 5' (1.5m) to the inserter work cell upstream of the sheet feeder

PRINTER MODULE
40 - 160 US letter pages per minute 
Simplex or duplex
Portrait size 7' to 14' in length 

Printer Interface
Module aligns the
printer output to
the inserter input.

Automate the
reprint process
and ensures
accuracy.

BlueCrest Output
Manager
transforms print
file and applies
ICC profiles.

Print+ Statement is an innovative solution for managing
reprints, and short print runs, as part of a high-speed work
cell.  Simply send the reprint file directly to the Print+
Statement in-line printer within the inserter work cell. This
modular and flexible solution can be configured to
process your jobs quickly and easily. It's as 
simple as click, print, and mail!

INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY
Streamline the reprint process right within the
inserter work cell to complete jobs faster,
minimize idle time, reduce operator labor, and
meet client SLA’s. BlueCrest software
automates the reprint process for greater
speed and accuracy.   ELIMINATE COMPLEXITY

Consolidate document print and finishing into
a single high-integrity “no-touch” operation.
Reduce manual labor and the risk of errors.
Print+ Statement can retrofit into existing
inserters or take advantage of the roll-in/roll-
out capability for utmost flexibility.

FEATURES

SPECIFICATIONS
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Integrate with
any BlueCrest
Direct Connect
inserter with
sheet-feeder.


